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Fill in the blanks by using the words or phrases from the 

word box.

years ago.

1) are a group of reptiles that lived on earth 225 million

2) The term “dinosaur” means a “ ”.

4) is the study of life on Earth based on fossils.

3) The gradual process by which a species disappears is called 

.

5) A plant or animal’s remains or impressions, preserved in rocks, are called 

.

7) The Mesozoic era is also called the because it was when

these reptiles ruled the Earth.

8) The had hips shaped like the hips of birds.

6) Most scientists believe that all dinosaurs reproduced by .

10) The lizard-hipped dinosaurs were called the .

9) The , and,

are the three geologic time periods when dinosaurs existed on Earth.
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Fill in the blanks by using the words or phrases from the 

word box.

years ago.

1) are a group of reptiles that lived on earth 225 millionDinosaurs

2) The term “dinosaur” means a “ ”.terrible lizard

4) is the study of life on Earth based on fossils.Paleontology

3) The gradual process by which a species disappears is called 

.extinction

5) A plant or animal’s remains or impressions, preserved in rocks, are called 

.fossils

7) The Mesozoic era is also called the because it was when

these reptiles ruled the Earth.

Age of Dinosaurs

8) The had hips shaped like the hips of birds.ornithischians

6) Most scientists believe that all dinosaurs reproduced by .laying eggs

10) saurischiansThe lizard-hipped dinosaurs were called the .

Jurassic9) The , and,Triassic Cretaceous 

are the three geologic time periods when dinosaurs existed on Earth.
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